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Iron on Patch | Lanyards Custom Gifts manufacturer | Star Lapel Pin

Taiwan manufacturer of Personalized Embroidery.. Star Lapel Pin deals with ordinary fabrics such as twill background, felt & velvet; special fabrics such as reflective & flame retardant fabrics are available. If the patches are made with twill background, borders should be either merrowed or heat cut. The merrow border is suitable for regular shapes such as round, rectangular, and square patches. The heat cut border is fitting for the irregular shaped patches. As to the felt and velvet backgrounds, scissor cut border is the best method without any cost increase.The backside of the embroidered patches (iron on patch) can be made with an iron on feature which is the most popular method. Customers can easily apply heat with an iron and adhere the patches to the shirts, jackets, hats, or any other article of clothing. Star Lapel Pin provides patches with velcro backings, and they are excellent when you need to frequently replace or rotate custom embroidered patches (iron on patch). The double- sided adhesive tape backings can offer similar flexibility like the Velcro.Custom embroidered patches or iron on patch offer the high-quality appearance of direct embroidery without the high cost. We have 40 TAJAMA embroidery machines which insure consistent quality and speed delivery time. Star Lapel Pin is a high-quality Metal Gifts, Custom Challenge Coins, Custom Lapel Pins, Custom Medals, Custom Metal Keychains, Iron on Patch, Lanyard, Silicone Products, Soft PVC Products, Corporate Giveaways manufacturer meeting European standard EN71 and low lead standards in the United States. Their advanced technology, combined with a dedicated team of professionals, ensures that customer demands are consistently met. Star Lapel Pin's expansive manufacturing site spans over 64,000 square meters and employs 1000 skilled workers, emphasizing timely delivery and customer satisfaction.
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Personalized Embroidery.
Iron on Patch
Custom Embroidered Patches
Star Lapel Pin deals with ordinary fabrics such as twill background, felt & velvet; special fabrics such as reflective & flame retardant fabrics are available. If the patches are made with twill background, borders should be either merrowed or heat cut. The merrow border is suitable for regular shapes such as round, rectangular, and square patches. The heat cut border is fitting for the irregular shaped patches. As to the felt and velvet backgrounds, scissor cut border is the best method without any cost increase.



The backside of the embroidered patches (iron on patch) can be made with an iron on feature which is the most popular method. Customers can easily apply heat with an iron and adhere the patches to the shirts, jackets, hats, or any other article of clothing. Star Lapel Pin provides patches with velcro backings, and they are excellent when you need to frequently replace or rotate custom embroidered patches (iron on patch). The double- sided adhesive tape backings can offer similar flexibility like the Velcro.



Custom embroidered patches or iron on patch offer the high-quality appearance of direct embroidery without the high cost. We have 40 TAJAMA embroidery machines which insure consistent quality and speed delivery time.
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[image: Custom Anime Heat Transfer Patches - Showcase your brand with pride using embroidered logo patches manufactured in our factory.]
Custom Anime Heat Transfer Patches



The heat transfer patch uses heat transfer technology on white fabric. The customized patch...

Details



[image: Custom Embroidered Patches With Creative Idea - Our factory specializes in producing custom embroidery patches.]
Custom Embroidered Patches With Creative Idea



Custom embroidery patches at Star Lapel Pin, we redefine the art of embroidery, transcending...

Details



[image: Toothbrush Embroidery Woggle - Personalize your scarf with a custom ring accessory.]
Toothbrush Embroidery Woggle



Toothbrush embroidery woggle which with soft material adds a unique dimension to traditional...

Details



[image: Custom Embroidery Earrings - Express your creativity with personalized embroidery designs for earrings.]
Custom Embroidery Earrings



Custom embroidered earrings stand out as wearable pieces of art, designed to enhance any ensemble...

Details



[image: Custom Embroidered Key Chains - Elevate your style with our custom embroidered key tags.]
Custom Embroidered Key Chains



Embroidered key chains are typically crafted from a twill fabric base, showcasing intricate...

Details



[image: Chinese Zodiac 3D Embroidery Patches - Showcase your zodiac sign with a customized embroidery patch.]
Chinese Zodiac 3D Embroidery Patches



Chinese zodiac 3D embroidery patches integrate professional embroidery craftsmanship and art....

Details



[image: Custom Logo NFL Football Patches - Display leadership proudly with the distinguished NFL captain patch on your uniform.]
Custom Logo NFL Football Patches



We have 40 years of experience in making Custom football patches, and have our own factory...

Details



[image: Cub Scout Badges Button Loop - Secure your style with a versatile button loop, adding a touch of functionality to your outfit.]
Cub Scout Badges Button Loop



Scout badge button loop allows scout groups, troops or individual Scouts to customize design...

Details



[image: Custom Military Shoulder Badge - Tailored honor, duty stitched in a personalized military shoulder badge.]
Custom Military Shoulder Badge



Customized military shoulder badges combined with TPU logo can create eye-catching 3D effects....

Details



[image: Custom Iron-On Patch Pin - 100% customization with iron-on patch pins.]
Custom Iron-On Patch Pin



The custom iron-on patch pins offer 100% customization, allowing you to express your unique...

Details



[image: Sequin Applique Patches - Customize with PMS sequin colors for a unique touch of sequin applique patches.]
Sequin Applique Patches



Elevate your style with our exquisite sequin applique patches, meticulously crafted by seamlessly...

Details



[image: Custom Army Unit Patches - Precision and pride define our custom army patches.]
Custom Army Unit Patches



Customized military patches from formal military ceremonies to everyday wear, custom your patches...

Details
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Catalog
There have craft and attachment for reference.
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Personalized Metal Tags
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Custom Lapel pin





Iron on Patch | personalized leather souvenirs | challenge coins manufacturer | Star Lapel Pin
Located in Taiwan since 1984, Star Lapel Pin Co., Ltd. has been a manufacturer of custom promotional products. Their main promotional gifts and souvenirs include, Iron on Patch, custom lapel pins and medals, challenge coins, metal souvenirs, personalized leather souvenirs, custom metal promotional products, corporate giveaways and soft PVC and silicone items, which offers high-quality items tailored to B2B buyers globally.
They comply with the European EN71 standard and low lead standards in the U.S. With over 36 years in the metal industry, they have continuously updated their machinery and equipment. Their manufacturing facility covers over 64,000 square meters and employs 1000 experienced workers. They have been providing high quality promotional gifts since 1984 and ensure customer satisfaction with every order.
Star Lapel Pin has been offering customers high-quality promotional gifts since 1984, both with advanced technology and 40 years of experience, Star Lapel Pin ensures each customer's demands are met.
View our quality promotional products Coin, Keychain, Medal, Lapel Pin, Souvenir, Gifts, Lanyard, Patch, Corporate Giveaways and feel free to Contact Us.



Have any Question?
You are welcome to contact us via email directly:
service@starlapelpin.com

More Details    	    






If you have any questions, welcome to contact us.


Contact Now!!




[image: logo_footer]Star Lapel Pin Co., Ltd. is a custom lapel pins, medals, challenge coins and metal souvenir manufacturer offering custom services to customers worldwide.
	
	
	





Our Address

8FL-4, No. 502, Yuanshan Rd., Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City 235009, Taiwan (R.O.C.)						(+886) 2-2225-0482						(+886) 2-2221-4570						service@starlapelpin.com                      
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